
Revised Standards for Chargeback and
SAFE Reporting for E-Commerce Digital
Goods Purchases Under USD 25
Topic(s): Chargebacks, Compliance, E-commerce, Fraud/Risk, Marketing, Merchant,
Rules/Standards, SAFE, Security

May Apply To: Acquirers Issuers Processors

Summary: MasterCard has developed new Standards for merchants,
issuers, and acquirers pertaining to the handling of digital
goods purchases under USD 25 at electronic commerce
(e-commerce) merchants, effective 17 April 2015.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

C Coding or development changes typically required

Effective Date: 17 April 2015

Background
Digital goods are defined as “any goods that are stored, delivered, and used
in electronic format, such as, by way of example but not limitation, books,
newspapers, magazines, music, games, game pieces, and software (excludes
gift cards).” The delivery of a purchase of digital goods may occur on a
one-time or subscription basis.

A significant portion of the micro payment e-commerce purchases of digital
goods reported to the System to Avoid Fraud Effectively (SAFE) as fraud
appears to be the result of a lack of the merchant having adequate controls
on the use of card account information that the cardholder provided when
setting up an account on the merchant's site (that is, at the time that the
consumer selected a log-in ID and password for account access), or at anytime
thereafter. Since these transactions do not fit the traditional definition of
payment card fraud, they should not be reported to SAFE or charged back as
fraud. Issuers may continue to charge back true fraud (for example, when the
customer’s digital device was stolen and unauthorized purchases were made
and downloaded on a stolen device) on purchases of digital goods to SAFE
and initiate a chargeback under a fraud reason code.

To help ensure that issuers no longer report non-fraud transactions to SAFE,
MasterCard will:
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1. Track, on a monthly basis, issuer reports of these transactions as fraud
to SAFE, and

2. Add minimum thresholds in the Fraud Loss Control Standards that
issuers should stay under, as well as add a new requirement in the SAFE
Compliance program.

If, as a result of the cardholder challenge, the issuer determines that the digital
goods merchant may not have had adequate purchase controls in place, the
issuer will be allowed to charge back the disputed transaction(s) in a single
batch (at the PAN level, up to USD 250 or local currency equivalent), under
message reason code 4841 (Cancelled Recurring Transactions and Digital
Goods Transactions Under USD 25), which is a cardholder dispute reason code.
Merchants will have a second presentment right when they can prove that they
provided purchase controls in line with MasterCard minimum requirements for
second presenting the chargeback:

• Cardholder had the option to disable all digital good purchases as a default
setting.

• The time period during which a digital good purchase can be made on the
cardholder’s account with the merchant must not exceed 15 minutes from
the time the cardholder entered the account authentication credentials.

• The cardholder was advised of the purchase and had the option to confirm
or cancel the purchase at the time of the transaction.

There will be no arbitration cycle available under this new chargeback right.
Issuers may file a compliance case to address the disputed transactions if the
cardholder can document that the merchant did not follow the cardholder
preferences set prior to the billing date of the disputed transactions. In the
event that the transactions were documented to be fraudulent, the issuer may
initiate a chargeback under a fraud reason or address the dispute as compliance
citing section 3.17 of the Chargeback Guide. In this instance, issuers will not
be allowed to batch fraud-related chargebacks. Any compliance case filing
must be limited to a maximum of 35 transactions to align with the requirements
of the Fraud Notification System and must be supported with documentation
establishing the card or device was lost, stolen or never received or issued.

MasterCard will monitor the use of the new chargeback reason to ensure that
there is no issuer abuse and to monitor the impact of the new rules.

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publications indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.
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Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

17 April 2015 Transaction Processing Rules Chapter 5—Card-Not-Present
Transactions

Appendix F—Best Practices

17 April 2015 Chargeback Guide Chapter 3—MasterCard
Message Reason
Codes—Dual Message
System

Appendix
B—Chargebacks—Maestro
POS Transactions

17 April 2015 Security Rules and Procedures Definitions

Chapter 6—Fraud Loss
Control Standards

Chapter 12—System to Avoid
Fraud Effectively (SAFE)
Reporting Standards

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of
these manuals. The manuals are available on MasterCard Connect™ via the
Publications product.

Revised Standards—Transaction Processing Rules
MasterCard will revise the Transaction Processing Rules to include these
Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated
with a strikethrough.

Chapter 5—Card-Not-Present Transactions

E-commerce Transactions—Issuer Requirements

An Issuer must approve or decline each e-commerce Transaction authorization
request. Call referrals are not permitted.

An Issuer that uses MasterCard SecureCode to verify its Cardholders
must provide and keep updated information for display on the website
mastercard.com/securecode. Refer to the MasterCard SecureCode—Issuer
Implementation Guide for further information. MasterCard SecureCode liability
shifts applicable to e-commerce Transactions conducted with a MasterCard
Card are described in section 3.4 of the Chargeback Guide. Refer to section 3.7
of the Chargeback Guide for information about using message reason code
4841 (Cancelled Recurring Transactions and Digital Goods Purchases Under
USD 25) to charge back a Transaction under USD 25 involving the purchase
of Digital Goods.
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Appendix F—Best Practices

Digital Goods Purchases

A Merchant conducting e-commerce Transactions for the purchase of Digital
Goods is advised to offer Cardholders, at a minimum, all of the following
purchase controls:

• The option, enabled as a default setting, for the Cardholder to disable
all Digital Goods purchases;

• The time period during which a Digital Goods purchase can be made on
the Cardholder’s account with the Merchant (the “account open” period)
should not exceed 15 minutes after the Cardholder’s entry of account
authentication credentials;

• Functionality that allows the Cardholder to confirm or to cancel the
clearly displayed total Transaction amount of each pending Digital Goods
purchase before completion of the Transaction.

If a Merchant conducting e-commerce Transactions of under USD 25 for
the purchase of Digital Goods does not implement these purchase controls,
the Acquirer may be subject to chargebacks under message reason code
4841 (Cancelled Recurring Transactions and Digital Goods Purchases
Under USD 25).

The following additional Digital Goods purchase controls are strongly
recommended for application (for example, games, books, and music
downloaded onto an electronic device) and in-application (for example,
game pieces, books, and music used within a multi-player electronic game)
purchases;

• Cardholder authentication for each purchase if purchasing is enabled (no
default option); and

• The closure of the “account open” period immediately after completion of
the initial purchase.

For application purchases:

• The maximum number of Transactions permitted during the “account
open” period should not exceed 10 Transactions, with a maximum of one
Transaction as the default setting; and

• The maximum Transaction amount permitted during the “account open”
period should be no more than USD 500 (or the local currency equivalent),
with a maximum Transaction amount of USD 100 (or the local currency
equivalent) as the default setting.

For in-application purchases:
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• The maximum number of Transactions permitted during the “account
open” period should not exceed 30 transactions, with a maximum of one
Transaction as the default setting; and

• The maximum Transaction amount during the “account open” period
should not exceed USD 100 (or the local currency equivalent), with a
maximum Transaction amount of USD 10 (or the local currency equivalent)
as the default setting.

The Merchant should use the default settings set forth above if a Cardholder
has not established purchase control settings. If established, the Merchant must
honor a Cardholder’s purchase control settings.

Definitions

Digital Goods

Any goods that are stored, delivered, and used in electronic format, such as,
by way of example but not limitation, books, newspapers, magazines, music,
games, game pieces, and software (excludes gift cards). The delivery of a
purchase of digital goods may occur on a one-time or subscription basis.

Revised Standards—Chargeback Guide
MasterCard will revise the Chargeback Guide to include these Standards.
Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.

Chapter 3—MasterCard Message Reason Codes—Dual
Message System

3.7 Cardholder Dispute Chargebacks

The following message reason codes apply to cardholder disputes.

• 4841—Cancelled Recurring and Digital Goods Transactions

• 4853—Cardholder Dispute—Defective Merchandise/Not as Described

• 4854—Cardholder Dispute—Not Elsewhere Classified (U.S. region only)

• 4855—Goods or services not provided

• 4859—Change to Addendum, No-show, or ATM Dispute

• 4860—Credit Not Processed
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Digital Goods Purchases of USD 25 or Less. Digital goods are goods that are
stored, delivered, and used in electronic format, such as, by way of example
but not limitation, books, newspapers, magazines, music, games, game pieces,
and software (excludes gift cards). The delivery of digital goods purchased
in a transaction may occur on a one-time or subscription basis. An issuer
may use message reason code 4841 to charge back e-commerce transactions
of USD 25 (or the local currency equivalent) or less that involve the purchase
of digital goods.

To use this chargeback, the issuer must determine, based on a challenge of
the cardholder, that prior to the date(s) of the disputed transaction(s), the
cardholder had provided card information to the merchant in order to establish
an account that could be used for future digital goods purchases, but the
merchant did not offer or establish the following minimum purchase controls
in connection with the use of that account:

• The option, enabled as a default setting, for the cardholder to disable all
digital goods purchases;

• The time period during which a digital goods purchase can be made on
the cardholder’s account with the merchant (the “account open” period)
must not exceed 15 minutes from the time at which the cardholder enters
account authentication credentials; and

• Allowing the cardholder to confirm or to cancel the clearly displayed
total transaction amount of each pending digital goods purchase before
completion of the transaction.

The issuer is advised to ask the following questions when challenging the
cardholder and to educate the cardholder on the use of purchase control
settings:

1. Was the cardholder given the option to disable all digital goods purchases
on the account?

2. Did the cardholder agree (such as by checking a box) to permit digital
goods purchases to be made without the entry of a password or other
form of authentication?

3. If the cardholder was required to enter authentication credentials to use
the account, was the cardholder prompted to re-enter the credentials after
a period of inactivity? If known, did that period exceed 15 minutes?

4. Did the merchant site afford the cardholder the option to confirm or to
cancel each purchase?

5. Did the cardholder receive notification (such as via email, text, or other
means) promptly after each purchase was completed?
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3.17 Message Reason Code 4837—No Cardholder Authorization

3.17.2 Improper Use of Message Reason Code 4837

The issuer may not use this message reason code for the following types of
transactions.

• An e-commerce transaction that was less than or equal to USD 25 (or
the local currency equivalent) for the purchase of digital goods resulted
because the merchant did not offer purchasing control settings to the
cardholder. Refer to section 3.19 Message Reason Code 4841—Cancelled
Recurring or Digital Goods Transactions regarding chargeback requirements
for such transactions.

3.19 Message Reason Code 4841—Cancelled Recurring or Digital
Goods Transactions

3.19.1 Proper Use of Message Reason Code 4841

The issuer uses this message reason code if one of the following occurred.

• The merchant continued to bill a cardholder for a recurring transaction,
after receiving notification of cancellation from the cardholder or issuer.

• The issuer listed the cardholder’s account information on the Recurring
Payment Cancellation Service (RPCS).

• For transactions dated on or after 18 October 2013, the cardholder alleges
that the recurring payment agreement was entered into without proper
notification.

• An e-commerce transaction less than or equal to USD 25 (or the local
the currency equivalent) occurred for the purchase of digital goods, the
merchant did not offer the cardholder purchase control settings, and
the cardholder’s account is in good standing with the issuer with no
associated fraudulent transactions. Refer to section 3.7 Cardholder Dispute
Chargebacks for more information
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3.19.3 Proper Use for Issuer’s First Chargeback

The conditions shown below represent valid options that the issuer can use to
process a first chargeback for message reason code 4841.

Digital Goods

Chargeback Condition All of the following:

• Digital goods were purchased in an e-commerce
transaction that was less than or equal to USD 25
(or the local currency equivalent)

• The merchant did not offer the cardholder
purchase control settings.

• The account is not closed.

• The cardholder's account is not closed and is
in good standing with no associated fraudulent
transactions

Time Frame 120 calendar days

Retrieval Request No

Supporting Documents None

If multiple transactions are being charged back, include
a list of the individual items in the batch (ARD and
amounts). The batch option is only available when the
merchant name and its acquirer are the same within the
batch. The total amount of all items in the batch must
not exceed USD 250 (or the local currency equivalent).

DE 72 (Data Record) For multiple transactions charged back using a single
chargeback record:

DIGITAL GOODS NNN

Notes Replace NNN with the number of items being charged
back.
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3.19.4 Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

The condition shown below represents a valid remedy for the acquirer to
process a second presentment for message reason code 4841.

Digital Goods

IPM Second Presentment
Message Reason Code

2700
See Corresponding Documentation/Chargeback
Remedied

Second Presentment
Condition

The acquirer can substantiate that the merchant
offered purchase controls at the time of the transaction
or transactions (in the case of multiple transactions
charged back in a batch), as described in section 3.7
Cardholder Dispute Chargebacks.

Supporting Documents Documentation to support that the chargeback is
remedied or invalid (for example, website screen
images).

DE 72 (Data Record) None

Notes None

Appendix B—Chargebacks—Maestro POS Transactions

B.3 Message Reason Codes for Intra-European Transactions

B.3.6 Intra-European Message Reason Code 4841—Cancelled
Recurring or Digital Goods Transactions

B.3.6.1 Proper Use of Intra-European Message Reason Code 4841

Digital Goods Purchases of EUR 25 or Less. Digital goods are goods that are
stored, delivered, and used in electronic format, such as, by way of example
but not limitation, books, newspapers, magazines, music, games, game pieces,
and software (excludes gift cards). The delivery of digital goods purchased in
a transaction may occur on a one-time or subscription basis. An issuer may
use message reason code 4841 to charge back an e-commerce transaction
less than or equal to EUR 25 for the purchase of digital goods, provided the
issuer determines that the merchant did not offer the cardholder the following
purchase controls:

• The option, enabled as a default setting, for the cardholder to disable all
digital goods purchases;
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• The time period during which a digital goods purchase can be made on
the cardholder’s account with the merchant (the “account open” period)
must not exceed 15 minutes from the time at which the cardholder enters
account authentication credentials; and

• Functionality that allows the cardholder to confirm or to cancel the clearly
displayed total transaction amount of each pending digital goods purchase
before completion of the transaction.

Before initiating a chargeback, the issuer must educate the cardholder on
the use of purchase control settings and challenge the cardholder regarding
the purchase control settings that the cardholder selected, if made available
by the merchant.

B.3.6.2 Proper Use for Issuer's First Chargeback

The following conditions represent valid options that the issuer can use to
process a first chargeback for message reason code 4841.

Digital Goods

Chargeback Condition All of the following:

• Digital goods were purchased in an e-commerce
transaction that was less than or equal to USD 25
(or the local currency equivalent)

• The merchant did not offer the cardholder
purchase control settings.

• The cardholder’s account is not closed and is
in good standing with no associated fraudulent
transactions

Time Frame 120 calendar days

Retrieval Request No

Supporting Documents None

If multiple transactions are being charged back,
include a list of the individual items in the batch (ARD
and amounts). The batch option is only available
when the merchant name and its acquirer are the same
within the batch. The total amount of all items in the
batch must not exceed EUR 250.

DE 72 (Data Record) For multiple transactions charged back using a single
chargeback record:

DIGITAL GOODS NNN

Notes Replace NNN with the number of items being charged
back.
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B.3.6.3 Proper Use for Acquirer's Second Presentment

The conditions shown below represent valid options that the acquirer may
choose to process a second presentment for message reason code 4841.

Digital Goods

IPM Second Presentment
Message Reason Code

2700
See Corresponding Documentation/Chargeback
Remedied

Second Presentment
Condition

The acquirer can substantiate that the merchant
offered purchase controls at the time of the transaction
or transactions (in the case of multiple transactions
charged back in a batch)

Supporting Documents Documentation to support that the chargeback is
remedied or invalid (for example, website screen
images).

DE 72 (Data Record) None

Notes None

Revised Standards—Security Rules and Procedures
MasterCard will revise the Security Rules and Procedures to include these
Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated
with a strikethrough.

Definitions

Digital Goods

Any goods that are stored, delivered, and used in electronic format, such as,
by way of example but not limitation, books, newspapers, magazines, music,
games, game pieces, and software (excludes gift cards). The delivery of a
purchase of digital goods may occur on a one-time or subscription basis.

NOTE

Section 6.2.1.7 (Fraud Detection Tool Implementation) of the Security Rules and Procedures manual
was added in the article “Revised Standards for Fraud Loss Control” in Global Security Bulletin
No. 9, 15 September 2014.
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Chapter 6—Fraud Loss Control Standards

6.2 MasterCard Fraud Loss Control Program Standards

6.2.1 Issuer Fraud Loss Control Programs

6.2.1.7 Fraud Detection Tool Implementation

An Issuer is required to implement a fraud detection tool, which appropriately
complements the fraud strategy deployed by the Issuer. The combination of
the authorization controls and the fraud detection tool should ensure that an
Issuer controls fraud to an acceptable level.

The performance of an Issuer’s fraud detection tool at least should achieve
minimum performance requirements. The following performance indicators
are required to help an Issuer manage an effective fraud detection tool. Such
performance indicators must include, but are not limited to:

• Fraud Account detection rates

• Average number of Transactions per fraud case

• Average fraud case duration

• Average loss per fraud case

• Percentage of e-commerce Transactions of USD 25 (or the local currency
equivalent) or less for the purchase of Digital Goods reported via the
System to Avoid Fraud Effectively (SAFE), compared to the total of
e-commerce Transactions of USD 25 (or the local currency equivalent)
or less reported via SAFE.

Chapter 12—System to Avoid Fraud Effectively (SAFE)
Reporting Standards

12.8 Digital Goods Transactions

An Issuer must not report a non-fraudulent e-commerce Transaction that is less
than or equal to USD 25 (or the local currency equivalent) for the purchase of
Digital Goods via SAFE. An Issuer that reports any such Transaction via SAFE
will be subject to assessments for noncompliance with the SAFE reporting
Standards.

Questions?
Customers with questions about the information in this article should contact
Customer Operations Services using the Contact Information provided in this
bulletin, their regional Help Desk, or a regional Customer Security and Risk
Services representative.
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